International Stroke Conference 2021
Suggested Social Posts

REGISTRATION POSTS

Groundbreaking discoveries and cutting-edge presentations are just a click away!! Join me virtually at #ISC21 to be a part of these discussions and gain knowledge on stroke and brain health topics. http://bit.ly/RegisterISC21

#ISC21 is just around the corner; have you registered yet? Join live chats, learning studios, debates and so much more by registering today! Get access to this 3 day virtual event by visiting http://bit.ly/RegisterISC21 today!

Have you registered for #ISC21? There is still time! Join me virtually for 3 days of learning and discoveries, including debates, engagement opportunities and so much more! http://bit.ly/RegisterISC21

Registering for #ISC21 gives you instant access to connect with your peers from around the globe, attend fireside chats and participate in discussions around stroke and brain health. Don’t wait – Register today! http://bit.ly/RegisterISC21

STROKE

At #ISC21 #COVID is top of mind. Tune in to the #COVID19 Debates “General Anesthesia vs Conscious Sedation? / Coagulopathy or Endotheliopathy?” on Wednesday, Mar. 17 at 8AM CDT. http://bit.ly/RegisterISC21

Tune in to the “Mismatch Misalignments for Extended-Window IV-thrombolysis for Non-Large Vessel Occlusion #Strokes” Debate on Wednesday, Mar. 17 at 8AM CDT. #ISC21 http://bit.ly/RegisterISC21

Be sure to attend “I Swear to Treat the #Stroke, the Whole Stroke, and Nothing but the Stroke” on Wednesday, Mar. 17 at 9:15AM CDT. #ISC21 http://bit.ly/RegisterISC21

Register for #ISC21 and attend “Planes, Teams, and Automobiles: Going the Distance for the Acute #Stroke Patient” on Thursday, Mar. 18 at 10:30AM CDT! http://bit.ly/RegisterISC21
You won’t want to miss “The Leptomeningeal Collaterals: Understanding Their Specialized Function and Regulation in the Context of Stroke” on Wednesday, Mar. 17 at 10:30AM CDT. #ISC21 http://bit.ly/RegisterISC21

Be sure to check out “Where We Are Going, Do We Need Roads? Discussing the Future of Neuroprotection in Stroke” on Thursday, Mar. 18 at 8AM CDT. #ISC21 http://bit.ly/RegisterISC21

Be sure to attend the “Case Vignettes from the 2019 Update of the Guidelines for the Early Management of Acute Ischemic Stroke” which is LIVE Thursday, Mar. 18 at 8AM CDT. #ISC21 http://bit.ly/RegisterISC21

Don’t miss the groundbreaking presentations happening at ISC21 including debates around “CT, CTA, Perfusion, or Multiphase CTA in the Spoke versus the Hub” at 8AM on Friday, March 19. Register now! http://bit.ly/RegisterISC21


“Data, Big Data, Biggest Data and Stroke” is among one of the Hot Topic discussions happening this year at ISC21. Attend this event and more by registering today! http://bit.ly/RegisterISC21

Registering for ISC21 means attending informative sessions like “Prognostication and Early Withdrawal of Care in Ischemic Stroke and ICH” and so many more. Register now! http://bit.ly/RegisterISC21

BRAIN HEALTH

Tune in to the session “Sleep and Brain Health: Time to Wake Up to the Risks?” on Friday, March 19 at 10:30AM. Access to this session and so much more when you register for ISC21. http://bit.ly/RegisterISC21
Tune in to the “CED Talks (Cerebrovascular Education and Discovery)” which is LIVE at #ISC21 on Wednesday, Mar. 17 at 9:15AM CDT. [http://bit.ly/RegisterISC21](http://bit.ly/RegisterISC21)

**LATE-BREAKING SCIENCE**


**HEADS UP**


Register for #ISC21 and take advantage of learning opportunities like the “Career Development Session: Building Momentum” starting LIVE on Thursday, Mar. 18 at 5:00PM CDT. [http://bit.ly/RegisterISC21](http://bit.ly/RegisterISC21)

**NURSING**

Tune into the “Review of the Oversights of Comprehensive #Nursing” on Thursday, Mar. 18 at 8AM CDT. #ISC21 http://bit.ly/RegisterISC21

MORE PROGRAMMING

You won’t want to miss the debates happening at #ISC21 including “In the Age of Thrombectomy Does Thrombolysis Have a Role in LVO Treatment?” on Friday, March 19. Register today to attend this event and more! http://bit.ly/RegisterISC21

Tune in to the live debate on “Treatment of Cervical Carotid High-degree Stenosis” at #ISC21 starting at 9:15AM on Friday, March 19. Access to this session and more is just a click away! http://bit.ly/RegisterISC21

Register for #ISC21 and set your clocks for the “Clinical Considerations in Acute Hypertension Management” on Wednesday, Mar. 17 at 10:30AM CDT. http://bit.ly/RegisterISC21


Join the debates happening at #ISC21 – including “The Unruptured Aneurysm – Follow, Treat, Refer?” on Thursday, Mar. 18 at 9:15AM CDT http://bit.ly/RegisterISC21


Register for #ISC21 and attend cutting-edge debates like “Knowns and Unknowns in Intracerebral Hemorrhage Treatment” on Friday, March 19 starting at 9:15AM. Register here: http://bit.ly/RegisterISC21